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Abstract
The quasicontinuum energy (QCE) of [2] directly couples an atomistic model to a volume-based
ﬁnite element continuum model based on the Cauchy-Born strain energy density. QCE reproduces
the atomistic energy density for a uniformly deformed lattice simply by modifying the volume of
the tetrahedra at the boundary of the atomistic region. The atomistic and Cauchy-Born energies
give zero net forces for a uniformly deformed lattice by symmetry, but the symmetry is broken in
the QCE atomistic-to-continuum interface and QCE does not thus satisfy the patch test.
The development of patch test consistent quasicontinuum energies for multi-dimensional crystalline solids modeled by many-body potentials remains a challenge. We propose that by blending
the atomistic and corresponding volume-based Cauchy-Born continuum models of QCE in an interfacial region with thickness of a small number k of blended atoms, a blended quasicontinuum
energy (BQCE) can be developed that signiﬁcantly improves the accuracy of QCE. To deﬁne our
blended quasicontinuum energy, we let β : Ω → [0, 1] be a blending function and deﬁne
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is the energy of atom j, W (F ) is the Cauchy-Born strain energy density, ∇yT is the

deformation gradient on the triangle T, and where νTβ is explicitly given by the blending function
and the triangulation T in the continuum region [3]. The BQCE energy can be implemented for
any decomposition of three-dimensional space into tetrahedra, and a code for the BQCE energy
can be developed by simply suppressing the coarsening in the blending interface of an existing QCE
code. Our initial numerical tests have demonstrated that the BQCE energy is the most accurate
atomistic-to-continnum coupling energy that has been implemented to date.
We have proven for a one-dimensional chain that the ℓ2 strain error for the QCE energy, which
has low order O(ε1/2 ) where ε is the atomistic length scale, can be reduced by a factor of k 3/2
for an optimized blending function [3]. The QCE energy has been shown to suﬀer from a O(1)
error in the critical strain at which the lattice loses stability [1]. We have proven that the critical
strain error of BQCE can be reduced by a factor of k 2 for an optimized blending function [3], thus
demonstrating the accuracy of the BQCE energy near lattice instabilities such as crack growth.
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